ATL and SciCord Partner to Rollout Integrated LIMS-ELN
Solution at PITTCON in Orlando, Florida
February 26, 2018: Accelerated Technology Laboratories, Inc. (ATL), a leader in Laboratory
Information Management Solutions (LIMS), is happy to announce the integration with SciCord
Electronic Laboratory Notebook (ELN), offering clients a single solution to meet their LIMS and ELN
needs.
The combination of best in class LIMS and ELN will provide clients with a superior solution for
laboratories that require flexibility to manage both structured and unstructured data. The ATLSciCord partnership offers a single document management solution for Analytical QC, R&D Studies,
and Manufacture Batch Records. The solution provides full support for Sample and Document Life
Cycle Management, sample organization, chemical inventory management, and reporting, along with
equipment and the management of metrology data. ATL’s TITAN® LIMS offers a full featured LIMS
that can be deployed via the Software as a Service (SaaS) cloud or Premise based model.
The LIMS offers laboratories an enterprise solution for laboratories that require a configurable, easy
to use, feature rich solution, with sample tracking, data entry, QA/QC, calculations, instrument
integration and a workflow designer. In addition, laboratories will have full corrective/preventative
action functionality and enterprise integration with other applications including SAP, ERP, PI, SCADA,
Great Plains and JD Edwards. There is a powerful user friendly TITAN® reporting tool along with the
ability to leverage SAP’s Crystal Reports. And TITAN® can also be integrated with SAS JMP for clients
requiring more sophisticated statistical analysis.
Dr. Christine Paszko, ATL’s Vice President of Sales and Marketing, said, “We are excited to partner
with the experienced and innovative SciCord team to provide our clients a superior cloud solution for
total automation of their laboratory operations”.
SciCord ELN provides clients with a validated SciCord ELN using the Software as a Service model
(SaaS). Functionality includes instrument logbooks, chemical inventory, document lifecycle,
document management, flexible documentation of bench activities, report templates, sample life
cycle, stability, standards and solutions. SciCord is delivered with a comprehensive validation package
and also offers additional validation services.
SciCord’s CEO and Founder, David Strauss, stated, “We are looking forward to a successful
partnership with ATL, in which our clients benefit with a seamless solution for their all of their data
management and reporting needs.”
For more information and a demonstration of the LIMS/ELN, please stop by the ATL booth (#3438) at
PITTCON.
ATL, headquartered in West End, NC, provides total laboratory management solutions to a variety of
industries from agriculture, food & beverage, cannabis testing, environmental, water and wastewater,
chemical, public health, clinical testing, forensics and manufacturing. ATL’s LIMS products are installed in over
575 laboratories around the world and supported by a steadfast commitment to excellence in product quality,
support and training. For additional information, visit: www.atlab.com.
SciCord is manufacturer of Electronic Laboratory Notebooks, headquartered in Cary, NC, offering validated
solutions for regulated as well as non-regulated markets, with the ELN as well as an ELN Lite. SciCord solutions
allows clients to eliminate paper from their laboratory, maximizing compliance and productivity. For
additional information, visit: www.scicord.com.

